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From: John Flack z /
To: Amy Cubbage; James Lyons; Ron Lloyd
Date: Wed, May 1, 2002 9:54 AM
Subject: Re: Utility Advisory Board meeting

Jim: If the meeting is closed to the public, it's a "non-show" from our perspective. I'm still trying to figure
5 out what we (the NRC) will gain from such a meeting. I'll let you know when we learn more about it.

John

>> James Lyons 04/30/02 05:32PM >>>
John/Ron, I don't want to support a non-public meeting with GA and their UAB.

Jim

>>> Amy Cubbage 04/29/02 12:52PM >>>
Ron,

I have informed Jim Lyons and Tom Bergman about the meeting. We will let you know who attend from
NRR.

Amy

>>> Ron Lloyd 04/29/02 11:24AM >>>
I talked with Larry Parme late 3/26/02. He indicated that a UAB meeting would take place at the Hilton
Embassy Row in DC on 5/21. Larry wanted someone from the NRC to speak for 15 minutes on both the
PBMR and the MHTGR preapplication activities, and the current approach to preapplication activities for
the GT-MHR. Larry would like a few sentences to be spent on future licensing of the GT-MHR given the
current Exelon situation and the PBMR. LARRY FELT THAT JOHN FLACK WOULD BE THE RIGHT
PERSON to cover the high level short discussion.

Larry also indicated that he didn't want more than 3 NRC oersons at the meeting. and the Ron Lloyd. Amy
Cubbage and John Flack would be the invitees assuming that they are available. What Larry didn't want
was a hoard of NRC folk coming to the meeting.

So, John, are you up to a 15 minute talk, given the topic? Please let me know ASAP, and I will contact
Larry to give him our decision. Amy... are you available to attend the meeting?

The proposed agenda looks good.... areas to be discussed include fuels, engineering, hydrogen,
licensing, GT-MHR status of the Russian design, GT-MHR business plan presentation, and DOE
demonstration project setup

Thanks,

RON

CC: Eugene Trager, Jose Ibarra; Leslie Fields; Thomas Bergman
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